The question of uniqueness for problems describing interaction of submerged bodies with an ideal unbounded fluid is far from its final resolving (see [5] and references therein). In the present work a new criterion of uniqueness is suggested based on Green's integral identity and iiiauiirium principles for elliptic differential equations. The criterion is forniulated as an inequality involving integrals of Green's function over bodies' wetted contours, and when being satisfied guarantees uniqueness of the problem. This criterion is quite general and applicable €or any number of bodies of arbitrary shape (satisfying the exterior sphere condition) and in any dimension. 
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STATEMENT O F THE PR0BLE:M
We consider the linearised problem dcscribing time-harmonic motion of an ideal fluid in the presence of a system of submcrged bodies with wetted surface S. The fluid occupying the unbounded domain IV has the undisturbed free surface F. IJnder the usual assumptions of linearised water wave theory (see e.g. [6] ), the motion of the fluid can be described by a velocity potential Re(exp(-iwt)u(zl, 2 2 , . . . , z m ) } . where t is time, ( 2 1 , z2, . . . , xnz) are spacial coordinates with z , vertical and decreasing in depth, w is the frequency of harnioiiic oscillations and the potential U satisfies the equation a,ur = f on S with a function f and
(2) where K = w 2 / g , g is the acceleration due to gravity and n" is the unit normal vector and the standard radiation or diffraction condition at infinity should also be imposed upon U. Uniqueness of the problem is known (see e.g. [7] ) to be equivalent to non-existence of socalled trapped modes, i.e. non-trivial localized solutions of the homogeneous boundaryvalue problem or, in other words, unforced oscillations of the fluid, which are adjacent to submerged obstructions and have finite energy. The trapped mode potentials U satisfy the conditions (I), (2) and the following ones a,u, = 0 on S ,
.Ir,
(4)
Mathematical difficiilty in treatment of trapped modes comes from the fact that surface waves in the unbounded fluid can propagate to infinity and frequencies of trapped modes are point eigenvalues cmbedded into continuous spectrum.
We are interested in finding a criterion which when satisfied guarantees non-existence of trapped modes for a given geometry and value of the wavenumber I<. For this purpose we make use o€ the third Green identity and niaximum principles for elliptic equations. The results we shall present in this note have quite general nature, they are applicable for any m, but for the sake of simplicity we shall consider the two-dimensional problem m = 2, corresponding to the situation of normal incidence We prepossess that U belongs t o C2(IV) n C ( w ) . the contours S are piecewise C1-arcs and can contain corner points. The restriction on type of corner points, for which the theorems of the woIk are valid, will be described later o n . We also assume that the potential U has; regular iiormal derivative at all regular. points of dW.
MAXIMUM PRINCIPLES FOR T H E 'I'RAPPEU MODES A N D A CRITERION OF U N I Q U E N E S S
Lct G(P,Q) be the potential of a source located at the point Q(ro,y0) computed at the point P ( x , y). Then the function G(P, Q) as a function of P satisfies the equations
where 6 is the Dirac delta function. Resides, the conditions at infinity shoiild be imposed
problem (1) and Green's function G. Then in view of (1)- (3), (-5) and (6) we find
We apply the third Green identity to the hypothetic trapped mode-solution t o the (8) where we also take into account that U is real and replace G by its real part
We note that Green's function can be extended analytically from the domain y < 0 to the domain < -.yo (it folIows in particular from the representation (18)). Thus, in the case under consideration, when bodies arc submerged, the presentation (8) is obviously valid for Q belonging to the €rec surface. Thus, we arrive at the inequality Wc shall make use of maximum principles to connect the values supF IuI and maxg (U\.
The strong maximum, principle of E. Hopf (see e.g. Thcorem 3.5 in [4] ) guarantees that a potential U satisfying (1) cannot attain minimum/maximum at an interior point of any finite subset of W . The theorem is valid for the unbounded domain W , we should note that under the condition (4) the potential U decays at infinity (see the expansions at infinity derived in [8, 91). Furthermore Lemma 3.4 in [4] is applicable which states that any outward direclional derivative at a boundary point, where ZL attains maximum (minimum), is positive (negaiivc). In view of the condition (3); the latter guarantees that the maximum/rninimum is located in F but not in S . The latter assertion in use imposes additional restriction on geometry of the contour S known as interior sphere condition, namely the point Q of maximuin/minirnum should lie on the boundary of a ball in W . We note that if U = const., then U = 0 by (2). Thus, if the geometrical restriction on S is satisfied. we find that either U G 0 in W or Combining the inequalities (9) and (10) we arrive at a criterion of uniqueiiess. In the section we shall improve the uniqueiiess result by Theorem 1. Suppose we can find potentials defined and bounded on W and satisfying the equations (1) and (2).
Then, we find We note that numerical resolving of the minimization problem ( Further we shall suggest a set of auxiliary potentiah Q>i. Besides, for effective numerical application of the above criterion we should find a finite part E:, of the free 
Using the notation f to state that the line of integration passcs below the pole of subintegrand, we write
cosp(x -so) dp.
The simplest wave solutions, which can be used as auxiliaxy potentials are a s follows and other auxiliary potentials could be obtained using multipole solutions
We can construct a system of auxiliary potentials fixing a system of points Q3, j = 1 , 2 , . . ., located inside the contours S and taking @,(P, Q 3 ) , but more convenient objects for numerical computation are the auxiliary potentials based on the following wave-free potentials satisfying for m = 2 (l), (2) (cf. [l, 21)
It is supposed that a good set of auxiliary potentials can be constructed using the functions 6 * ( P ) , G(P,Q), Im{@l(P,Q)} and XP:(P,Q). Reasoning of the choice is the known expansion theoreins in [S, 91, which state that any wave potential can be written at great distances as the sum of a wave source, a wave dipole, regular waves and wave-free potentials.
ESTIMATES FOR DERIVATIVES OF THE GREEN FUNCTION
111 the section we derive estimates for derivatives of Green's function G(P, Q ) in the case when Q E F. Taking into account (17), where the origin of both coordinate systems The case Im{z} < 0 is analogous, and finally, combining (24) and (25) we find
Thus, using the representations (22), ( 2 3 ) and (26) we can separate the Green function into its 'wave part' G(") and 'non-wave part' G(") It is easy t o see that the first, term in the right-hand side of each of the formulas (22) and (23) Numerical investigation was performed for it system consisting of two cylinders of radius of trapped modes is shown using (16). The mark o means that no auxiliary potentials are needed, in the points x the non-existence of trapped modes is established using 1,he auxiliary potentials (19) and o rneans that both simple waves and the waveless potentials are involved to improve the criterion.
